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This book is the larger-sized paperback version of Photographer's Guide to the Sony DSC-RX100

IV. This version of the book contains the same content as the earlier version, which was published

in September 2015 with dimensions of 8.5 by 8.5 inches (216 by 216 mm). The new version of the

book, which replaces the original version, is being published at a size of 8.5 by 11 inches (216 by

280 mm) in order to present more information on each page, which keeps related images closer to

the text they illustrate and reduces the page count, making the book easier to manage. The newly

published book is a complete guide to using the Sony Cyber-shot DSC-RX100 IV camera, one of

the most advanced, but still pocketable, cameras available. With this book, author Alexander White

provides users of the RX100 IV with a manual covering all aspects of the camera's operation. Using

a tutorial-like approach, the book shows beginning and intermediate photographers how to

accomplish things with the RX100 IV, and explains when and why to use the camera's many

features. The book provides details about the camera's shooting modes as well as its menu options

for shooting, playback, setup, and special effects. The book covers all of the features of the RX100

IV that are new for this model, including its electronic shutter, faster continuous shooting, 4K video

recording, and ability to shoot video at up to 960 frames per second for super slow-motion playback.

The book includes more than 450 color photographs that illustrate the camera's controls, display

screens, and menus. The images also provide examples of photographs taken using the RX100

IV's Scene mode, with settings optimized for subjects such as landscapes, sunsets, portraits, and

action shots; and the Creative Style and Picture Effect menu options, with settings for altering the

appearance of images. The book also provides introductions to topics such as street photography,

astrophotography, and digiscoping.
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This is an excellent source book for the RX100M4. I am familiar with Sony cameras and already

own the NEX7 and A6000. So I expected the complex menu system and other peculiarities the

RX100M4 embodies. Still, it is very frustrating to deal with Sony's included and online manuals. So

much is left unclear or unexplained. I feel fortunate to have found White's quite excellent Guide. It is

surprisingly clear and comprehensive, and it clarifies and explains what was left obscure in Sony's

own manuals. I think any owner of Sony's RX100M4 will profit from reading White's Guide. Highly

recommended!

This comprehensive book will answer just about any question you may have regarding the Sony

Rx100 IV camera. You can use the index to find an answer quickly and learn the proper way to set

up the camera for your particular concern. In order to use this camera to its fullest potential this

book is a must for every owner, in my opinion.

Alexander White has written a very comprehensive and most readable guide to the Sony RX100 IV.

I never looked at the manual, and continue to use this outstanding guide to master my knowledge of

the RX100. I find this invaluable and would highly recommend this resource to ANYONE purchasing

this camera. I even connected with Alexander for a follow-up question in which he responded

promptly with helpful information.

All you need to know about the Sony RX100 IV. This well organized book helps the photographer to

wade through the many menus and options on this wonderful camera. I bought the Kindle edition.

Great information and instructional illustrations.

I bought the original RX100 and White's guides in both Kindle and paperback versions. The

hardcopy was wonderful for taking notes and highlighting tips that quickly got me comfortable with

the camera. As I was not a very experienced digital photographer, I poured over the book and found

it very helpful. The Kindle version was easy to word search and the images really "popped" and

expanded when I clicked on them on my iPad. Comparison shots were easy to see. The electronic



version was great to have on my iPhone as a ready reference wherever I went.I bought the RX100

IV when it was initially released and have found White's guide to be extremely helpful in learning

about all the advancements made to the camera over the past three years. However, I just ordered

the paperback, so I can add my own notes and "stickies" to the guide based on my shooting

experiences.White does an excellent job and I highly recommend getting both versions of his guide.

Well written ..... still learning new features months after I purchased the camera - and this manual

greatly facilitates this learning. Without a manual like this, it would have taken years to master the

capabilities of this nice camera.

This is a fairly complicated camera, and Sony's manual is an inadequate joke. This guide is

extensive, well written, and essential. I can't imagine getting full use out of the camera without it.

Well done Alexander White, and shame on Sony. [As an aside, I own a Kindle that I use for reading

novels, biographies, and such, and an iPad that I use for technical books / documents. Some

technical books published for Kindle flow / read very badly; even on the iPad. This is not the case

with the Photographer's Guide; it reads well on the iPad, making that edition a seriously good

bargain.]

This book provides an excellent and highly detailed explanation of all the features and functions of

the RX100 M4. Each setting and option are carefully explained and practical examples of their use

are provided. The author also provides his recommendations for many of the settings. There are

many illustrations and tables that make the explanations easy to follow. It has been a critical help for

me to get the most out of this complex and capable camera.
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